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Our Approach
LLive Wire Strategic Communicaons was founded in 1998 
on the principal of providing robust media relaons 
campaigns for businesses and organizaons determined 
to elevate their brands and increase their impact – from 
startup to Fortune 100. Today, Live Wire provides a full 
suite of comprehensive services that encompass all facets 
of vital business communicaons.

LiLive Wire is widely recognized as one of the top strategic 
communicaons firms in the Washington, DC 
metropolitan area. Since the early 2000s, Live Wire has 
been recognized as a leader by the Washington Business 
Journal and has earned numerous esteemed awards 
recognizing both the firm and its employees as experts 
and thought leaders in strategic communicaons. 

Live Wire’s leadership has unparalleled experience in the 
field – from managing some of the most recognized 
public relaons campaigns in the naon, to decades of 
top-er journalism experse. Our team is comprised of 
individuals with highly specialized skillsets that unite 
under one common goal: to advance the communicaons 
and business objecves of our clients.

EEach campaign at Live Wire is conceptualized, developed, 
and executed by a dedicated team aimed to serve as an 
extension of your own. We ulize incomparable 
experience, cu ng-edge resources, the most up-to-date 
best pracces, and a unique level of commitment to 
ensure each campaign lives up to our core belief: 
We don’t do average.



www.livewiredc.com
2800 Shirlington Road
Suite 401
Arlington, VA 22206

(703) 519-1600
czizos@livewiredc.com
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Media Relations
Media Media relaons has been the cornerstone of Live Wire’s 
service offerings since our incepon. While we’ve evolved 
and expanded to meet modern communicaons needs, 
media relaons remains the cornerstone of our experse. 
Our decades of experience, trusted relaonships, and 
unparalleled storytelling skills make the difference 
between having a great story and having that great story 
shashared with the masses. From public relaons to expert 
posioning and reputaon management to crisis 
management, Live Wire’s journalisc approach and 
established relaonships deliver results with real impact.

  Earned Media
  Expert Posioning
  Reputaon Management
  Crisis Management 

Training Programs
In In today’s compe ve world, communicang effecvely is 
a must – but not always a natural gi. That’s why 
hundreds of professionals have turned to Live Wire for 
help. Today, more than 500 execuves and business 
leaders are leveraging the skills and strategies they 
learned from our programs to win contracts, change 
opinions, and increase boom lines. Our programs are 
flflexible enough to meet individual or team needs, while 
focusing on the fundamentals of effecve leadership 
communicaon. We commit to uncovering and polishing 
each individual’s unique style for maximum benefits.

  Media Training
  Persuasive Selling and Presentaon Skills Training
  Execuve Coaching
  Orals Coaching

Video Production
The nThe new age of media has posioned video as a vital 
aspect of strategic communicaons – as well as the most 
effecve tool to gain tracon on social media. Live Wire’s 
team uses decades of video producon experience to 
ensure messages are communicated in the most 
compelling and visually appealing way. We produce a 
diverse array of video content, from live events and 
thougthought leadership to corporate branding and client 
tesmonials. We manage projects from concept to final 
cut, ensuring they’re seen to compleon by a team that 
knows your story, brand, and objecves inside and out.

  Conceptualizaon and Scripng
  Message Research and Subject Coaching
  Interviews, Locaon Shoots, Live Events
  Graphics and Animaons

Social Media
The media landsThe media landscape has evolved to become increasingly 
visual and interacve: social and digital medias are more 
influenal than ever, aracng larger and more diverse 
audiences than tradional print and broadcast mediums. 
Social media is now a must-have for people, businesses, 
and organizaons that want to make an impact. Our full 
suite of social media capabilies and dedicated digital 
team ensuteam ensure your messages are arully and effecvely 
communicated. We create innovave strategies, 
compelling digital content, and develop paid campaigns 
that influence and inspire your audiences to act.

  Audits and Competor Analysis
  Comprehensive Proacve and Reacve Strategies
  Organic and Paid Campaigns
  Web Integraon and Analycs
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